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Toadled is a very short mobile port that has you playing a frog(?) eating to fill its stomach. I can’t recommend you buying this
game considering the mobile version is free, so if you really feel that itch to play it then go download it on your phone.

Story - There really isn’t any. You can collect a comic about the Toad’s story, but it doesn’t have any real relevance in the game.
The achievement name for getting all of the comic also spoiled the story so the reveal that it was aliens was anti climatic. The
comic is contradictory to some of the little snippets of Toad’s backstory you get from the enemy info page so I’m not to entirely
sure what happened after it was dropped off on earth and before it starts devouring everything.

Gameplay - Toad is stationary in the center of the screen and you control its tongue to eat enemies and collect coins. The
gameplay is incredibly repetitive and boring to the point that I had to put on a stream in the background so I didn’t fall asleep
while getting the final achievements. The enemies are easy to click on and most of the time their approach is straightforward.
However when Toad is getting massive and taking up most of the screen, an enemy will circle around Toad offscreen because it
is too large and only appear on the screen for a second or two before crashing deep into Toad’s massive body that it can’t see
anymore. There is a way to solve this though, you just need to spam the slow-mo because there isn’t a cooldown so you can just
play the entire game like that making it even easier. The upgrade system is pretty straightforward, but the problem is that getting
coins requires you to violently move your cursor back and forth across the screen like your having a localized seizure in your
arm.

Sound and Art - Nothing amazing, nothing horrible. The art style is cute and the music knows it’s place in the background. As I
said earlier, I ended up turning off the sound at the end so I could have something to stimulate brain activity.

Everything Else - The achievements were easy to get so that’s a plus.

Final Verdict - Pass, even on the mobile version. It wasn’t fun enough to warrant the waste of an hour.. It's a cute and silly little
yuri game with a somewhat amusing protagonist, and excellent art. The translation is a bit awkward, it could use a bit of work
*shrug*
This vn is cute, gay and cheap. If you like yuri vns and don't have high expectations, this is nice.. No. Just no. Don't freaking do
it.. DONT LET ME PLAY SCARY IDIOT GAMES U SUCKER IDIOT GAME LIKE U. The game is for pure hardcore
gamers! If you cry like a baby when u can't handle it -this IS a place for ya! The place where you can become a real one HARD
one!
Your nerves as hard as a steel?
You don't f afraid a challenge?
Don't care of kewl gadm grafs and stuff? THen this IS the right place!
9 of a 10.
becz 10 of 10 can get only CHuCk F NorriSSS !!!111. The routes are not terribly difficult to figure out; however, there is very
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little room for error while completing them. It is easy enough to complete the puzzles. Earning full stars for each level is not as
easy. This game relies more on mechanics to solve puzzles than it does problem solving, (The "killzone" for your cube seems to
be disproportionately large compared to the visual box). The music and atmosphere are enjoyable. At $0.99 the game is a
definite buy.. This is by far the greatest video game to ever grace humanity, if you have a nutsack and this game is not in your
steam library you should be ashamed of yourself.. I do not understand all the negative reviews at all... The game is easy enough
to navigate with the keyboard and mouse, it performs really well, and the puzzle are relaxing and not too complicated. How I
could go wrong by buying this game for \u00a30.57? I have no idea, but maybe some genius can explain that to me. For that
kind of money it is really WORTH TO BUY a wee relaxing puzzle game.
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very good beta not glitchy or lagy i personally recommend this game its really fun good job devlopers :). Although i passed my
test over a year ago, my partner is now doing it and i forgot to review this. the hazard perception part of this test is horrible, its
blurry and low resolution as a somewhat now experienced driver i can spot the potential hazards but for a learner it would be
difficult because of the quality, just take the CG mock tests as this is now its done in the real tests now. Very nice little game. It
has, in my opinion, aged very well compared to other early shooters. The only issue I have is the default control scheme, which
can be changed in the options menu anyway so that isn't really a huge issue. The weapon variety is limited compared to its
sequels, but all of them are useful in their own way. As for levels, the game has a decent number. Five campaigns with multiple
missions each. The levels are open world as well. While the worlds are fairly empty except for vegitation or rocks, the ability to
pretty much alter the path you take in missions entirely is quite fun.. Glorified isometric walking simulator. No actual game to
speak of.. so far its good dlc just need more. Played for 4 hours. Lost my fleet because my units ignored my orders to replenish
fuel.

0/10 I am now going to slap a puppy because units ignoring orders are your bane once you start playing.. poop game -_-. Overall,
it was fun. It had an engaging story, many choices to be made, and was decently open. It could have been longer in my opinion,
but at least there were some alternate paths that increase replayability. Gave me a few hours enjoyment.
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